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Adapted from the original text, *Thomas’ Snowsuit*, by Robert Munsch.
One day, Thomas' mother bought him a snowsuit.

Thomas does not like the snowsuit because it is ugly.

The next day, Thomas would not put on the snowsuit.

Thomas' mother told him to put it on.

Thomas said no.
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Adapted from the original text, *Thomas' Snowsuit*, by Robert Munsch.

Thomas' mother picked him up and they had a big fight. By the end of the fight the snowsuit was on him. Thomas went to school.
When it was time to go outside Thomas did not put his snowsuit on.

Thomas' teacher told him to put his snowsuit on.

Thomas said no.
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The principal looked at Thomas and told him to put the snowsuit on.

Thomas said no.

The principal picked up Thomas in one hand and the teacher in the other.
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He tried to get them back in their clothes.

When the principal was done, he was in the teacher's dress.
Then Thomas heard his friends from outside yelling and playing.

Thomas ran across the classroom and got into his snowsuit in two seconds.
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When Thomas came back inside, the teacher and principal were both in each other's clothes.

Thomas picked up the teacher in one hand and the principal in the other.